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R. A. h’idCOWSki
January 4, 1995
ABsTR4cr
The collapse of a gas-filled bubble in disequilibrium (i.e., internal pressure
<< external pressure) can occur with a significant focusing of energy onto
the entrapped gas in the form of pmsure-volume work and/or acoustical
shocks; the resulting heat$~ can be sufficient to cause ionization and the
emission of atomic radiations. The suggestion that extreme conditions
necessary for thermonuclear fusion to occur may be possible has been
examined parametrically in terms of the mtio of initial bubble pressure
mJative to that requined for equilibrium. In this sense, the disequilibrium
bubble is viewed as a three-dimensional “sling shot” that is “loaded” to an
extent allowed by the maximum le%el of disequilibrium that can stabl be
-7’
achieved. Values of this disequilibrium ratio in the range 10-5-10 are
predicted by an idealiml bubble-dynamics model as necessary to achieve
conditions where nuclear fusion of deuterium-tritiurn might be observed.
Harmonic and aharmonic pressurizations/decompressions am examined as
means to achieve the mquimd levels of disequilibrium required to create
fusion conditions. A number of phenomena not included in the analysis
reported herein could enhance or reduce the small levels of nuclear fusions
predicted.
I. INTRODUCTION
Liquids exposed to intense ultrasonic waves can generate small cavities or bubbles that
upon expansion and subsequent implosion create strong local heating. Studies of acoustochemicall :r sonochemical reactions in~d
by this strong local heating have been recently
qmted - and thoroughly reviewed. - Although temperatures of 10,000s K have been
reported, extension of these sonochemical :~nfltions to those required to induce
thermonuclear fision have also been suggested. ‘ ‘ To examine the latter possibility, the
standard (simplified) bubble-dynamics equation 4’8’12’13has been solved parametrically in
the context of DT fusion, and projections are reported herein. This parametric analysis is
based on modeling the dynamics of a cavity filled with a (nearly) ideal gas (g) and vapor
(v); the gas-filled cavity is subject to a constant hydrostatic (h) pressure and an oscillatory
extemdy applied pressure (a), While a van der Waals equation of state is used and freeelectron (Bremsstrahlung) radiation loss ~s w included, the generally optimistic
assumptions of no gradient-driven transport, no gaslplasma interactions with the cavity
wall, and completely stable spherical implosions are invoked.
While the impact of gas-phase shock waves launched from the inward-moving spherical
piston am not included in this analysis, the creation and interactions of these cavity-wall
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launched and reflected shocks has hen suggested’4”’6 as one explanation for the timing
and location of sonohmbesce me *ed
under som conditions. Other explanations for
th? rwiiaticm Obsenmd to
bubble collqw include collision-induced emission
~{
fi~m diiles”
and Casimir energy] reW
when a dielectk hole (i.e., the cavity) is
filled. ‘y The latter two explanations would pclude mnditiom where nuclear fusion of
light elements might occur, whereas tk mo&ling multiply inteA_acting,reactive shocks is an
for future wti, tk present “scoping” calculations, therefore, = based on modeling
uniforxr4nearly wiiabatic compmsional heating of a hard-sphm gas in a collapsing cavity
usin a fomalism that differs little from that reported by Lord Rayleigh nearly eighty years
&
ago .
Ttw collapse of a gas-filled bubble whh an internal gas pressure Pm <c Ph was simply and
wcurately mo&led in 1917 by Lord Rayleighm, who suggested that the potential energy
-(4/3) @ (Ph - P~ created by the formation of a non-equilibrium cavity of radius & in a
hydrostatically pmswriA liquid at a pressure Ph could be converted to kinetic energy of
auks
umounding liquid and focused onto the gas trapped in the cavity of everdiminishing radius R(t). This “disequilibrium” bubble (e.g., f~ = Pg# P% << 1, where
*is
the gas pressure needed to achieve force balance with the envirorunent) can be
viewed as a three-dmeasional “sling shot”, cocked and ready to convert the elastically
stored ~tential energy in the iiquid and to perform pmssure-volurne work on the contained
gas.
Tlw fmt part of the analysis reported herein paranwtrically describes in a fusion context
(e.g., fusion ❑eutron yield, density-time-temperature product) the effect of varying the
loading of this three-dimensional “sling shot” vis d vis the disequilibrium parameter fw.
The feasibility of achieving the required level of disequilibrium starting with an equilibrium
bubble (e.g., f~ = 1) is then investigated by solving the bubbledynamics equation under
conditions of both harmonic and aharmonidwcmnt
pressure loading of the liquid
surrounding the (ti~tialiy) equilibrium bubble. The main goal of this study is to understand
better conditions where deuterium-tritium fusions might be observed; not even a hint of a
prognoses for practical application is intended at this point.
II. MODEL
A gas-ftied bubble in pressure equilibrium between forces associated with a uniform
hydrostatic pressure, P~, vapor pressure in the cavity associated with the surrounding
liquid, P,, the swface-tension or Laplace presswe, PO= 2c$/R,and the internal (inso!uable)
gas pressure, P~, is describe for a bubble of radius R relative to some reference radius RO
as follows:

R1 = (h.

+ P~o - Pv)z~ + P, - Pdoz ,

(1)

where z = (RC/R)3 is the compression ratio, and the subscript “or’ refers to a reference
(initial) equilibrium conditions (e.g., 2$’ = F’~O
+.POO- p,), the cavity wall is assumed to
be isothermal (e.g., the vapor pressure, P,, is assumed to be constant), and an ideal gas
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with polytropic exponent y are assumed. The paranwter fq = P~~ PWWis introduced ~ a
measure of hitial force or pressure “disequilibrium” within M gas bubble. While b path
in tlh? first pat of the parametric analysil
tlw
to this “dlseqliliiurn”
is Iefi Unspedkd
(tilg)
pressure Pgo = f~&
does not satisfy he equilibrium described by Eqn. (l),
and for f& < 1 tk bubble will collapse under the force of this disequilibrium.2” The
potential energy associated with this disequi Mum bubble of (initial) radius RO emersed in
a I.iquia under hydrostatic pressure ph is given by
(PEA -~ (4/3)I@

- (&W)3~

.

(2)

h this fm < 1 disequilibrium bubble collapses, the potential energy relative to (PE)i is
described by
PE = (4/3~

- R3)~

,

(3)

and the kinetic energy of the inward-moving liquid surrounding the collapsing bubble is
summed up over all radii r > R(t) as follows:

KE=

1
~ (4n r2 pf df)(dr /dt)2
JR

(4)

,

where the radial coordinate r is associated with the liquid. Including the work expended in
adiabatically compressing tbe gas entrapped within the bubble [for an ideal gas, P~zY =
constant, work = PgOVO{zY
- * –1 }/(~- 1) fory> 1 or P~OVOh z for ‘y = 1], along with
the assumption of incompressibility of the host liquid [e.g., 4X r2 (dr/dr) = 4X R* (dR/dt)],
b following ,~2~ble kinetics equation results from the balance of ICE, PE, and pressurevolume work ‘ :

L%’u=‘-

1- ~ *’Z- “’3]-%‘’(z)~

(5)

where

h(z)
(y = 1)
ZY-I - 1
(y>l)
Y-1

z

g(z) =
[

(6)

‘

and CO,= {~ /pf)/RO is the natural (resonant) frequency of the initial (disequilibrium)
bubble. For the case where PaO = P~O= O, the time for the disequilibrium collapse, T* =
R

dr /(dR / dt), is given by20
J

R,,

3

(7)

whm

r(y)=

r
e-x

XY -

‘ dx

is h

Gamma Function. Lastly, b

“impulse parameter”,

o

P

J

P~dt, is expressed below in “fusion units,” n(l/m3), I(s), and T~ev(keV):

z=

Cn~Tkcv>(s

keV/m3)

NA kB pgo
=
~G
~

J
1

~Y-413 dz
(dR / dt) /(m, RO) -

(8)

When a time-v@ng

p~~js~, P,(t), is added to the hydrostatic pressure, P~, far from the
bubble and included in the balance between kineti~ energy, ~tential energy, and work,
along with the addition of a viscous pressure term [-4 q R (dR/dt)/r] to P~, and using
the relative pressure balance described by Eqn. (1), the following (Rayleigh-Plesset)
bubbled}mamics equation nsdts:

(9)
— 4q

v 2“3
- ~ - Pa(t) ,
R.

where v = dR/dt. The Rayleigh-Plesset (Nultingk-Neppiras-Poritsky) 13equation describes
a highly idealize$ ~l~ble and is subject to a number of important limitation, some of which
are listed below ‘ ‘ :
single bubble in an infinite medium
spherical bubble, no distortions or bmkup
spatially uniformity within and outside the bubble
absence of body forces
acoustic wavelengths (associated with Pa) much greater than R
no viscous effects within the bulk liquid [the term in Eqn. (9) is associated only
with fluid motion near the bubble surface]
incompressible liquid phase
constant gas inventory within the bubble
constant liquid vapor pressure (isothermal cavity wall)
POmolecular diffusion into or out of the bubble
no acoustic streaming and impact of resulting shear strmses on bubble shape
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ideal-gas, adiabdc behavior within the !xhble with a ~t
cuefflcien~
no mdiathn loss from the g2s/,hma within the bubble
no gas-phase shock formation (C >> dR/dt).

pOIJ@Opic

With these limitations in mind, Eqn. (9) is solved for both a sirmsoidal (P, = PA sin m t)
andanaharmom ‘chsonant pressure function, pa(t)= pA 2N-1 for the Nth compression ia
a series of mmpressiorwxpansion cycles], starting with an equilibrium bubble (~ =
&/&= = 1, f~ =1). In h case of driven systems, an initial radius, R~, is chosen to
give a uatural msorwt frequency, a~ equal to b driver frequency, 2 n R Othenwise, a
significim . of k numerical computation is devoted to resolving uninteresting transient
v
Oscillations . In addition to detemlinin g R(t) and T(t), ti resulting gas pressure, Pg(t) is
assuxrwd to lx generated in a deuterium- hitiurn (DI’) gas mixtum, an impulse paranWer
~ 7 Tkev> is computed for each compression the arises, and rim DT fusion yield
t
YLD =

~ n2ecrv>
Jo

dt (4/3)

n RJ dt ,

(lo)

for each compression registe.ti where n = p~ NA and <o m is t.k ~ fusion tivity.
These integral quantities, along with the @ radial con?prewion, l(~in = Rm#RO, and W
maximum temperature, T(xtin), am correlated with the disequilibrium parameter, f~ =
Pg~ #PQ, evaluated at the beginning of each mzjor compression.
Both IYI’depletion through bumup ad fasion-product heating am monitored, but this
information is not incorporated into the time-dependent model; for most of the conditions
examined, these fusion-dated effects on the bu”~ble dynamics and response are not
important.
Although most of ?he approximations listed above are retained in the present analysis, the
following van clefWaals equation of state replaces the ideal-gas assumption:
P(v - v“) = ~

(11)

w=

(:2)

CvT=(V-VH)p/(’f-l)

(13)

p(v - v“) = S/~v ,

where v = l/pg is the specific volume of the gas and v“ = 0.05 m3/knlole is the “hards~here” volume of the hydrogen atom. In this case the ideal-gas adiabatic is subject to r.hc
following correction:
(14)
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vi=

~go VII and

Pm = P~~

(15)

T~ is the initial pressure gas pressure in the bubble.

A second correction to the ideal-gas adiabak is applied to adjust (approximately) for
“sliding adiabaticity” associated with energy shed from the compressing bubble from freedectron (BremsstraMung) radiation In this case, the right-hand de of Eqn. (14) is
multiplied by the f-r
e-l@, where the integral I(t) is given by

(16)
aud
(17)
(18)
The mdhicn power &nsity and the total energy density in !}* bubble are Wm and w,
respectively.
Tk degree Of ionization, fi~”, is assumed to be given by the Saha
equilibrium re1ationstip21’22
‘&

K

=

1
1 + J(l + 4/K)

=+&[++’

(19)

[+1”2
e-’’”ev
~

(20)

The dissociation of DT is uegleete~ the atomic and ionic partition functions Qq,,, are taken
as unity, Tev is the temperature in electron-volts, and the iotion
potential is E1 =
13.6 eV.
III. RESULTS
The conditions where ~ fusions might be generated in the course of a compressional
healing driven by the liquid forces transferred to a collapsing gas-fdled cavity are expl~,ed
at two levels using the simplified model described in Sec. II. At the parametric level, tie
“disequilibrium” parameter fw along with and initial equilibrium bubble radius, R~~, are
specified to determine an initial normalized radius, XO= ~ R:?, with which to begin the
timedependent calculation of R(t) and the fusion-dated inte~al and peak pammeters. At
the second level, the Rayleigh-Plesset equation, Eqn. (9), is solved for an initially
‘Q chosen to assure that the natural resonance
equilibrium bubble with a radius RO

frequency, q=

matches th&t of the drive fmpency,

J~/lgQ,

2 % f, where Pa(t) =

A second, ahammnicfresonan t drive -%nario was also investigP@
PA * (21tft)o
wherein Pa(t) is app!ieu ctiy during a given bubbk collagM at a vak that is double b
value used to chive a previous collapse. For either of these harmonic- or
AarmmkYresonant-,-biven simulations, tk value of f~ prior to *
collapse is remrded
and c.omlated with the fusion pxformance [C.g-,~,
T~v(X#,
CINTk,v>, Ud ~].
avander Waalsequatmn of state isused, andthecurrection
for
For all ~
(axmmda@
radiation losses embodied in Eqns. (16)-(20) is impesed. Tbe fixed
pammetemhsted in Tabk Iareusdwbich@mer@
refkcts rlwproperties ofwaterat TO
=3(K)K
A. U rrelation Based on SpeC&ation of Disequilibrium Paramter, f~
F@re 1 gives a scknatic representation of the case wkeiu an equilibrium (x = 1, f~ =
1) bubble is brought by some umpilkl
route to a state of dkxpilibriurn (f~ < 1), tk
resulting three4mensimal
“sling shot” is reland the ensuing compression (and
rebound) is nunmkally followed in time. The unspecified (unmmkkd) equilibrium +
scale
disequilibrium trajectory, x = 1 + ~ is assumed to occur slcwly (relative to the of the ensuing collapse) and isothermally; the initial conditions used for the modeling of the
bubble collapse in terms of the equilibrium (x = 1, f~ = 1) state areas follows:

To= TON .
The state conditions upon peak (adiabatic) compression are approximately given by

R = ~EQ

f’$Y)/3/(Y-1)

,

(22)

The product of peak pressure, ‘nTkev, and the collapse time, T*, given by Eqn. (7) scales
as follows:
n z*T
(nzT)O = ~+y;xy-T

‘

(23)

where
(24)

and km Eqn. (7), ~-is
near unity. These relationships are based so!ely on equililnium
..
oomhonsaml arcgivenordya sanindic@iono fkeyscalingd epeudenciesin tkse.amh for
nr.anstomaxirnkTand-:TU~
~.
AU CompMomthaMrksf&[

.-” *
~
excursion to *
ntdiluk=
=loo~witll
theisodmal
modeling of tile bubble collapse begins, being given by

%=

1/
p+

+

v;

~ ~ equilibrium bubble of
initial radius & Wlnxe wxllal

/3

(25)

L1+VH.

hIt.hSeX’~iOD,
~=~~~,
vfi = POvH, d pO=(Ph+PmPVO)/(~TO)is h
@f’) w ~CMW iD~ ~fiUDI
(X= 1) ~bbk; for W C=SS ~ T~k-1 ~m
~
use4 along with P~ = Ix1O Paand Pm- -2cV&~.
The parametric depdencies
o; ~#~
= -,
atilOm,
YLD/lOb, and T(~n) on
f- are shown on Fig. 2. T& sample normahzed-radius trajectory (during compression)
UXKIin ths Fig.-l illustration corresponds to f~ = 0.01. Shown also is the f~ dependence
of x~n = ~~~~.
Tk ~
temperatures reported correspond to an admbatic heating
along an adiabat that s’&irtswith a disequilibrium bubble at TO = 3(K) K, under the
assumption that t.k equilibrium + disequihbrium trajecto~ was achieved slowly and
isothermally; b T - l/f~ dependence suggestd by E.qn. (22) is indicated. Shown also on
Fig. 2 are temperaiwes for t!! case where the expansion part of the trajectory was also
adiabalic; that is, the expansion tim x = 1 to x = ~ W* accompanied by a cooling prior to
the subsequent bubble collapse and ackbatic col~lpression~’~heating. [e.g., neglecting the
van der Waak correction, which is small in this region, TO = ~ /(x$y-l))]. The <n cl>
rmd YLD values reported on Fig. 2, however, correspond to the nmre optimistic isothermal
equilibrium + disequilibrium trajectory. For this case, measumble quantities of neutrons
from a single bubble collapse would require that bubble to be “set I;p” with f~ e 10-4.
Considerable lower values of f- would be required if the assumed expansion from the
equilibrium to the disequilibrium state is adiabatic, as will be seen fim the following
e~aluations of the Rayreigh-Plesset equation to describe an M.ially equilibrium bubbl:
U@ectoy to disequilibrium and subsequent collapse under a range of externally driving
pressures.
B. Correlations for Driven Equilibrium Bubbles
1. Harmonic Drive [Pa= PA sin (2 z f t)]
The radius trajectory of an (initially) equilibrium bubble subjected to PA = 5X105 Pa
pressure oscillations at an f = 10-kHz frequency is shown on Fig. 3. For this case, the
(initially) resonant bubble has a radius ~EQ = 292pm when P~ = 1X105Pa. Comparing x
driver
pressure,
also
given as 1 + P,(t)/P~ on Fig. 3, indicates ~ ifiti~ly
= N&Q tothe
hamonic, but highly non-lir,ear, response th~t is followed by the bubble tr@ctory settling
8

mto a rnodemcly dlythmk forth Subharmom“ . Faidy deep Compmssions (Tamed by I&
van&r WaalscquAm
ofstate)fiom
f~ - 0.5-1.0X104 diseqdlmria are predktd for
time sinusoidally driven bubbles. The ccmehion of Xmim,T(~n) and ~
with h
compUtd Qaluesmk enfk KntHig.-3@eCmrks
**to
a@a_is
for even low vahK3 of fq At
!d’Knvnm Fig. 4. Tin? relatively low (peak) terqmmm
krnthedidmtic
cooling cOmputdduring tMexpamion prtofthe trajectory, as wellas
* clmdative Cfftzts of rdiabon cooling for this calstam-al. plitllrle Sinusoidld chive. ‘h
. ofradiative 10sscsisalso shown on Fig. 4;tktummukdrdiakn
-of~
losses i.uqlax primardythosedcep
mmpm&msth ?toclmrlaterin
tb chainof
compm&mdepicted
on fig.3. As fordr-wke
tilmbbk
is forcdtokginto
collapse from a _
f~ value (Sec. 111.A.), h van der Wads equation of state limits
jmnitted.
Tb neutron yielt YLD, for all compress$ms
tk maxinmm compssions
registered on Fig. 3 are blow tk minimum used on Fig. 4 for this PA = 5x1O -Pa
hmmonicdrive cme;anwansm ustbefound
topumpmore energy intoti
collapsing
bubble whik fbrcing it to higkr kvels of disquilibriurn @r to collapse.
2. ~

t Driver

Justasmore energy andgreaterexcursions canbe transfemed toaballtcllmdt
oapaddk
~melti
Mti@-&sw*,
m~ti*ofti
_totititic
trajectory of the bubbkradiusi.ncmse
h respome and performance. Figure 5 gives the
tiXrEdqm&mcCoftilencmlMhd
bubbkradius anddrivepressm
forticasereported
in
Scc IILB.2., but with pressure bing applied only once the bubble collapse commmces.
Furthermore, this Aarmomc. application of ressure is doubled m intensity for ewh
f
subsequent dl~,
with Pa -g
~ 1X10 Pa. ~ VdtES of xomin,T(x~i~), ~fl>
and YLD for each bubbk collripse registered on Fig. 5 is shown on Fig. 6 as a function of
the respective value of ~ just prior to collapse. TIE impact of (cumulative) radiation loss
is not as greatas thatrqmrted of the harmonic drive because of the ratcheting of h applied
case. The neutron yields, however, mnain low unless
~A~
~ ~nidmmt
f~ <10 primarily became of the low (peak) tempatures related to the adiabatic cooling
during -h expansion to the disequilibrium state that procexxk a give bubble collapse,
Generally, the assumption of fidly adiabatic expansion (and cooling~ads to unrealistically
low temperatures prior to collapse and requires an improved model.
Iv. SUMMARY
The collapse of a gas-fdled bubble in disequilibrium can wcur with a significant focusing
of energy onto the entrappd gas in the form of pressure-volume work ardor xoustical
shocks. ,~1 suggestion that extreme conditions necessary for nuclear fusion may be
possible ‘ ‘ been examined parametrically in texms of the ratio f~ of initial bubble
pressure relative to that required for equilibrium. The disequilibrium bubble is viewed as a
kdimensional “sling shot” loaded to an extent allowed by the maximum le~~eiof
disequilibrium th~t can stably be achieved. Values of this disequilibrium ratio in b range
f = 10-5 – 10 am predicted by an idcahzed bubble-dynamics inodel as necessary to
tic
? ieve conditions where nuclear fusion of deuterium-trit.km might be observed. Harmonic
and ahmmonic pre2suri?ations/decompressions have been examined as means to achieve
the required levels of disequilibrium, ‘with the latter drive scenario offering a possible
means to achieve fw values and peak tcmpratures where measurable quantities of fusion
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NOMENCLATURE
C(lnn)
cP,v(J/k#K)
CB~(W m3/k.eV1n)
E@)
e#eI’)
fq
fi~”
fg(z)
h(Js)
1
K
%K)
M’(kg/s)

NA(entities/mole)
n( l/m3)
a~(s
keVhr;3>
P,(Pa)
p*(pa)
P , ~(Pa)
M (Pa)
Pg
P~(Pa)
PV,vO(Pa)
P= (Pa)
PE(J)
w~(W/m3)
Qo, I
R(m)

RG(J@W
r(m)
R(m)
R~Q (m)
S(J/K)
t(s)
T(K)
TO(K)
TCti((K)
Tev(eV)

sound speed in gas
gas heat capacities at constant pressum,volume
Bmmstmhlung radiation coefilcien~ 4.8x 10-37
@y@en) i*on
potential
ekxxronic charge
driver frequency
disequilibrium parameter, P~P#
(Saha) ionization fraction, Eqn. (18)
van der Waals correction, Eqn. (15)
pressure-volume work function, Eqn. (6)
Phnck’s constant, 6.6252x10-U
radiation integral, Eqn. (15)
Saha function, Eqn. (19)
8.617x10-5
kinetic energy
mass flow of liquid towards col.lapsin~ bubble
electron rest mass, 9.1083x10-3 1
numbr of a series of sequential bubble compressions
Avagadro’s number, 6.0249x1024
gas particle &USity, pg NA
time-averaged gas pressure during a given bubble collapse
acoustic (time-varying) pressure exeti on cavity
amplitude of acoustic (ti.rne-viuying) pressure exerted on cavity
gas (non-condensable) pressure in cavity
gas (non-condensable)pressure in cavity for equilibrium bubble

hydrostatic (constant background) pressure exerted on cavity
vapor pressure (of liquid) in cavity
effective surface-tension pressure, 2 dl?
potential energy
(Bremsst.rahlung) r~diation power density
partition function for atom,ion
bubble/cavity radius
gas constant, 8,317.
radial coordinate into liquid
initial bubblelcavity radius
initial cavity radiu~ for equilibrium bubble
enthalpy
time
temperature of gas
reference (initial) temperature of gas
thermodynamic Critiwaltemperature of water
gadplasma tem~ratum in electronvolts
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AH(J/mole)
n(kf?~s)
7
r(y)
@N/m) .
<a @m’/s)
(ll@ad/s)
Q(rads)

gadplasma tempmture in kiloelectronvolts
initial volume of bubble, (4G) lt~
gas molecular (atomic) volume, I/r
(m3/kmole) molecular (atomic) volum
(~mic) vd~.
vHf)@
normdbd mohhf
van der Wads correction, Eqn. (14)
gadplasma-phase energy density
radius compression ratio, R/ ~W
normalized disequilibrium radius, ~ ~W
number of (M’) fusions per bubble collapse
atomic number of ionized gas
volumetric compression ratio, (R#)3
maximum compression (dR/dt = O)
heat of vapmization
liqltid viscosity
gas heat-capacity ratio
Gamma function
surface tension of liquid
(DT) fusion reactivity
driver frequency, 2 ~ f
bubble resonmce frequency, {~/ pt) / R.

p~kg/m3)

liquid &nsity

p#moleJma)
7(s)

gas density

T’k.v@v’)
VO(m3)
v(m3/krnolej
VH
●

%W

w(J/m3)
x

z
z

T“(s)

bubble natural response time, or nominal iner&ialconfinement tim
(as in <nfl>)
collapse time of a pressudess cavity
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of bubble radius trajectory illustrating approach to f~ < 1
disequilibrium from fw, x = 1 equilibrium state, followed by collapse to Xfin.
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parameters

on

Figure 3. Response of normalized bubble radius to f = 10 lcHz, PA = 5X105 Pa sinusoidal
pressure oscillations starting with a resonant (cor = 2 n f), equilibrium
(x, feq = 1) bubble.
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Figure 5, Response of normalimd bubble radius to progressively doubled pressure pldses
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driven case given on Fig. 3.
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parameters

for

the

Table I Input Parwmters
Liquid density,

988.

p@#m3)

Bwkground hydrostatic p,xxsure, P~(Pa)
Vapor pressure at TO= 300 ~ PvO(Pa)
~ molecular volume, v~m3/lanole)
Heat<apacity ratio, y
Surftwe tension, a (Nm)
Fluid viscosity, q (kg/ms)
Reference temperature, TO(K)
critical temperature, Ttit(K)
Ionization @ential, Efiev)
Atomic number of ionized gas, Z
Partition functions for neutral, ionic species, Q,l
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LOOX105
4.21X103
0.05
1.67
0.0729
0.00
300.
647.
13.6
1.0
1.0,1.0

